Surface Land Agent (BC)
Our Culture is #1 to us and every team member is a huge contributor to it. We truly believe that our people are most important,
and we treat them like it. We are dynamic, energetic and an entrepreneurial minded land & engagement company. Our focus is on
creating clarity and contributing to ensure those we interact with prosper. We live by our Core Values and Highly Effective Team model
to deliver our brand promise. If you enjoy coming to work and joining a culture that pushes us all to be our very best (and have fun while
doing it) we’d like to talk to you.

The Right Fit:
The role: consists heavily of carrying out Surface Land Agent functions (negotiations, acquisitions, consultation, stakeholder/community
engagement, strategic planning/solutions, etc.) in an efficient and quality driven manner while meeting client and project deadlines.
Delivering on our brand promise of Total Client Experience is paramount to your success in this role. This position collaborates with
team members to achieve results. A Surface Land Agent is often the ‘face of the company’ for clients and is integral in establishing and
developing relationships.
Desirables: You live in Grande Prairie, Fort St John or Dawson Creek. You have a minimum of 2 years’ experience as either a land agent
or in an applicable field (ie. Forestry), knowledge of BC regulations, are familiar with conducting public consultation and surface land
acquisitions. Your excellent communication and organizational skills coupled with being self-motivated will assist in making you the ideal
candidate. Graduation from an accredited land agent program, experience in AB and a valid Alberta Land Agent license is an asset but
not required.

Behavioral Competencies:

Skills:

Approachable
Self-starter
Adaptability
Collaboration
Dependability
Commitment to delighting clients

Attention to detail
Quick Learner
Planning & Organization
Individual Contributor
Time Management/Efficiency
Critical Thinking

If you have…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Unshakable Integrity…
A player/listen mentality vs. a victim/knower mentality…
A penchant for learning…
A track record of holding yourself and others accountable, without fear of rejection or intimidation in doing
so…
An unquenchable thirst for personal growth…
The desire for customer service excellence…

…you had better apply.
If we sound like the right fit for you, please forward a cover letter outlining your interests and ambitions along with a 2-page resume to
Tammy Paget, People & Culture Coordinator. Due to the anticipated volume of applicants, only short listed candidates will be contacted.
We are an equal opportunity employer and encourage all interested and qualified candidates to forward their application.

